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ABSTRACT

When separated water droplets condense on the surface of a composite insulator, the electrical field on the insu-
lator surface is distorted. In turn, such distortions change the trajectories of pollution particles. In this study, the
COMSOL software is used to simulate such a process for the FXBW4-10/100 composite insulator with or without
water droplets condensation under a 10 kV DC voltage. The influence of the wind speed and particles concen-
tration on the contamination characteristics of the considered 110 kV insulator is analyzed. The results show that:
1) in the presence of water droplets on the insulator surface, the ratio of electrical field force and gravity acting on
the particles is large; 2) the contamination on the insulator surface increases with the wind speed; 3) when the
wind speed is small, the relationship between the contamination amount and the pollution concentration is essen-
tially linear.
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1 Introduction

With the continuous development of the economy, the demand for electricality is increasing [1].
However, in humid environment, fog, dew and drizzle may condense on the insulator surface in the form
of separated water droplets, which will dissolve the pollution particles on the insulator surface and ionize.
Then, deterioration of insulation performance and pollution flashover in severe cases will occur, causing
huge losses to the power system [2–5]. When the water droplets condense on the insulator surface, it will
not only distort the electrical field distribution, but also change the movement track of pollution particles,
and finally affect the contamination characteristics. Therefore, it is of great practical significance to study
influence of electrical field distortions induced by water droplets on the contamination characteristics of
insulators, which can effectively reduce the occurrence of pollution flashover accidents and ensure the
safe operation of power system.

In the research of electrical field, Yu et al. [6] found that the non-uniform hydrophobic loss may lead to
the further reduction of flashover voltage, which is 26.5% lower than that of uniform hydrophilicity. Sarang
et al. [7] simulated the influence of single water droplet and multiple water droplets on the surface electrical
field of silicon rubber insulators, and the results showed that the existence of water droplets increased the
probability of wet flashover. Through experiments, Lopes et al. [8–10] found that the pollution flashover
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voltage of the composite insulators depends not only on the degree of contamination of the surface, but also
on the hydrophobicity.

In the study of the contamination characteristics, Su et al. [11,12] carried out the natural contamination
test of insulators, and summarized the main measures to prevent pollution flashover of UHV transmission
lines. The effects of climatic conditions, umbrella structures and pollution compositions on the insulator
surface contamination are analyzed, which provides a basis for the selection and design of insulators.
Jiang et al. [13] studied the influence of the wind speed on the contamination characteristics of high
voltage insulators through wind tunnel tests, and pointed out that contamination rate on the insulator
surface area is closely related to the wind speed. Lv et al. [14] proposed the energy-based deposition
criterion, and compared the numerical simulation results with the wind tunnel test results, which verified
the rationality of the deposition criterion.

In recent years, with the development of computer technology, numerical simulation technology has
gradually matured [15–19]. Compared with the experiments, numerical simulations of the insulator are
mainly based on hydrodynamics, low-frequency electromagnetic field and particle two-phase flow to
study the deposition process and adhesion mechanism of contaminated particles. Advantages of numerical
simulations lie in [20–22]: low cost; a large number of data can be obtained in a short time; it is
convenient and accurate to extract the influence of a single factor when the other factors remain the same.
At present, scholars at home and abroad are mostly devoted to the unilateral study of electrical field
distortion and contamination characteristics of insulators, but the coupling effects of both aspects are less.

Therefore, in this study, the COMSOL software is used to simulate such a process for the
FXBW4-10/100 composite insulator with or without water droplets condensation under a 10 kV DC
voltage. By using the deposition criterion [23], the influence of the wind speed and particles
concentration on the contamination characteristics of the considered 110 kV insulator is analyzed.

2 Mathematical Model and Control Equation

COMSOL Multiphysics is a finite element analysis tool for solving multi-physical coupling processes
based on partial differential equations in a man-machine interactive environment. It uses the finite element
method to solve the problem, presets a large number of physical field application modes, and the biggest
feature is the direct strong coupling analysis. The simulation processes of COMSOL in the study are as follows:

(a) Putting forward to the problem. The actual problem to be solved is transformed into a mathematical
problem, and then the mathematical problem is expressed by a mathematical model.

(b) Building physical field. Turbulence module, the AC/DC electrostatic field module and fluid flow
particle tracking module are selected in the study.

(c) Establishing the simulation model. The geometric model of equal scale can be established directly in
the COMSOL Multiphysics software, or you can choose to draw the model in the software with high
precision, and then import it into COMSOL Multiphysics for secondary processing.

(d) Setting material properties and boundary conditions. Select the corresponding parameters from the
material library of the software to import it, and then set the boundary conditions to meet its requirements in
line with different problems.

(e) Generating mesh. The function of mesh generation in COMSOL Multiphysics is that you can set the
parameters directly through the interior of the simulation tool or set the parameters by yourself.

(f) Solving and calculating. Select iterative solver to solve the model, and use COMSOL to deal with the
solution, then import the processed results into various analysis tools for analysis and research.

(g) Comparative analysis. The results obtained are compared and analyzed, if the results are acceptable,
the final simulation results are obtained; if the results are un acceptable, the above steps are repeated.
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The deposition of pollution particles on the insulator surface is the result of the comprehensive action of
multi-physical fields such as flow field, electrical field and particle field. In this study, the Lagrangian model
is used to simulate the gas-solid two-phase flow; the air is regarded as a continuous phase; the turbulence
model is used to simulate the flow field around the insulator; the contaminated particles are regarded as
discrete phases; the particle tracking model is used to simulate the particle trajectory.

2.1 Mathematical Model and Control Equation of Flow Field
The insulator structure is complex, which can easily lead to a large degree of bending of the streamline

when the air flow passes through. Moreover, it will make turbulent anisotropic. Compared with the standard
k-ε model, the RNG k-ε model comes from the rigorous statistical technique and is improved from the
standard k-ε model with higher accuracy. The RNG k-ε model can take into account the rotational flow in
the average flow and can better deal with the flow with high strain rate and large bending degree.
Therefore, the RNG k-ε model is chosen in the simulation [24].

In the respect of the non-uniformity of turbulence fluctuation, the time-averaged method is used in the
flow field. The Lagrangian discrete phase model in COMSOL follows the Euler-Lagrangian method. The
fluid phase is treated as a continuous phase and the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equation is solved
directly under the Euler frame. Representing the principle of viscous hydrodynamics, the velocity and
pressure of the air around the insulator change little, so it can be regarded as an incompressible viscous
fluid. For the incompressible flow field, the continuity equation is:

r � U ¼ 0 (1)

In the formula: U is the flow field velocity, m/s.

The momentum equation is:

qðU � rÞU ¼ r � ½�pI þ ðlþ lTÞðrU þ ðrUÞTÞ � 2

3
qkI� þ F (2)

In the formula: I is the main stress tensor, Pa; μ and μT are the aerodynamic viscosity and turbulent force
viscosity respectively, Pas; ρ is the air density, kg/m3; F is the volume force, N/m3; k is the turbulent kinetic
energy, m2/s2.

The k-ε equation of the RNG k-ε model [25] is:

qðU � rÞk ¼ r � ½ðlþ lT
rk
Þrk� þ Pk � qe

qðU � rÞe ¼ r � ½ðlþ lT
re
Þre� þ Ce1

e
k
Pk � Ce2q

e2

k

lT ¼ qCm
k2

e
Pk ¼ lT½rU : ðrU þ ðrUÞT�

(3)

In the formula: ε is the turbulent dissipation rate, m2/s3; Cμ is the viscosity coefficient; σk, σε, Cε1, Cε2 are
the turbulence model parameters; Pk is the turbulent energy term, W/m3.

2.2 The Electrical Field Mathematical Model and Its Control Equation
In order to realistically reflect the distribution of the spatial electrical field near the insulator, an “infinite

element domain” with a thickness of 100 mm is constructed outside the box as the absorbing boundary of the
electromagnetic wave, so as to accurately simulate the electrical field distribution characteristics. In the
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numerical simulation, the DC electrical field is calculated and analyzed in steady state, and the governing
equation is [26]:

r � D ¼ qv
E ¼ �rV
D ¼ e0e’0E

8<
: (4)

In the formula: E is the spatial electrical field strength, V/m; D is the electrical displacement strength,
C/m2; V is the electrical potential, V; ε0 is the vacuum dielectrical constant, 8.8541878 × 10-12 F/m; ε´0 is the
relative dielectrical of the material electrical constant; ρv is the bulk charge density, C/m3.

2.3 Mathematical Model of Particle Field and Its Control Equation
The pollution particles explored in this study are fly ash particles in the atmosphere, whose shape is

approximately spherical and the particle size is in the order of micron. They has almost no effect on the
change of the flow field. In this study, the following settings are made in the numerical simulation: 1) the
pollution particles are equivalent to spherical particles; 2) the initial velocity of the particles is the same
as the velocity of the flow field; 3) only the gravity, electrical field force and fluid drag force of the
particles are considered in the electrical field and flow field [27]. Other secondary forces are not considered.

The particle tracking module solves the problem in Lagrangian form and uses Newton’s law of motion to
solve differential equations under the Lagrangian framework. The module uses an adaptive time stepping
scheme to solve the problem. This means that the software automatically adjusts the time step to maintain
the required relative tolerance, which is set to physical field control by default.

In the fluid flow particle tracking module, the motion trajectory of pollution particles in the flow field can
be simulated. For spherical particles, the motion process can be described as:

mpdv

dt
¼ fe þ fg þ fd (5)

In the formula: mp is the mass of the dirty particles, kg; v is the speed of the dirty particles, m/s; t is the
movement time of the dirty particles, s; fe, fg, fd are the electrical field force, gravity, and fluid drag on the
dirty particles respectively, N.

3 Influence of Water Droplets on Electrical Field Distortion of the Insulator

3.1 Physical Model Implementation and Meshing
3.1.1 Physical Model and Mesh Division of the Insulator Surface without Condensation

In the light of the main parameters of the FXBW4-10/100 composite insulator provided in Tab. 1, the
three-dimensional geometric model is constructed by SolidWorks and imported into COMSOL software for
mesh generation, as shown in Fig. 1. It should be noted that in order to reduce the difficulty of three-
dimensional modeling, the insulator structure is simplified, quasi-ignoring the internal structure of the
hardware at end-fittings and some small ancillary structures.

In order to achieve full development of the fluid in the flow field studied, a square calculation region of
1 m × 1 m × 1 m is established in COMSOL software, and an “infinite element domain” with a thickness of
100 mm is constructed outside the region as the absorbing boundary of electromagnetic waves, so as to
accurately simulate the distribution characteristics of the composite insulator electrical field. The meshing
of the calculation area is shown in Fig. 2.

3.1.2 Physical Model and Mesh Division When Water Droplets Condense on the Insulator Surface
When the adhesion between the insulator molecule and the water molecule is greater than the cohesion

between the water molecule, the water molecule can wet the insulator surface. At this moment, at the
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intersection of the material, water and air, the angle (static contact angle) θ ≤ 90° between the tangent of the
water droplets surface and the material surface, and the material is hydrophilic. If θ > 90°, the material is
hydrophobic (abominable).

In wet weather, due to the good hydrophobicity of the composite insulator surface, the static contact
angle between the water droplets and the insulator surface is generally greater than 90°, with fog, dew
and drizzle condensing on the insulator surface in a separate form to generate water droplets. With the
running time increasing, the composite material gradually degrades, hydrophobicity decreases, and the
static contact angle decreases. The static contact angle between the water droplets and the insulator
surface is 90° [28], and the water droplets is hemispherical [29].

In the humid environment, the water droplets mainly condensed on the upper insulator surface umbrella
skirt. Representing the complexity of establishing the physical model of the insulator with water droplets and
the limitation by computer resources, the water droplets along the insulator climbing distance are uniformly

Table 1: Main technical parameters of the FXBW4-10/100 composite insulator

Parameter THE FXBW4-10/100 composite
insulator

Umbrella type
Rated voltage/10 kV

Silicone Rubber
10

Creepage distance/mm 480

Minimum arc distance/mm 230

Structure height/mm 366

Weight/kg 1.7

Spacing between large and small umbrella/mm 45

Umbrella diameter of big umbrella/mm 144

Umbrella diameter of small umbrella/mm
Lightning impulse withstand voltage (peak value)/kV
1 min power frequency withstand voltage (effective value)/kV

110
95
45

Figure 1: Physical model and mesh division of the FXBW4-10/100 composite insulator
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set on the upper surface of the large umbrella group. The radius of water droplets condensed on the surface of
the insulator is generally less than 3 mm [29]. In order to facilitate the implementation of three-dimensional
model when there are water droplets on the insulator surface, the radius of water droplets is 2 mm, and its size
is much smaller than that of the insulator. Therefore, when dividing the mesh, it is necessary to divide the
extremely fine mesh of the water droplets separately for meeting the calculation requirements. The
insulator surface is divided by free triangular mesh to refine the part with large local curvature, while the
insulator and “infinite element domain” are divided by free tetrahedral mesh. Fig. 3 shows the meshing
diagram and the local magnification of the water droplets on the insulator surface when there are water
droplets on it.

3.2 Single Value Condition Setting
3.2.1 Setting of Physical Property Conditions

THE FXBW4-10/100 composite insulator is mainly composed of hardware, mandrel and umbrella skirt
cover. Under the real situation, the material in the calculation area around the insulator is set to air. From the
wind tunnel test results of North China Electrical Power University [30], it can be seen that during the test,

Figure 2: Mesh division diagram of the calculation area

Figure 3: Grid division diagram with water droplets on the composite insulator surface (a) Grid division
(b) A partial enlarged view
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ESDD is always maintained at approximately 287 g/cm2, which has little effect on the amount of pollution.
Therefore, the influence of ESDD is ignored in this study. The water droplets adopt the built-in material
(water) in COMSOL, with an electrical conductivity of 2000 μS/cm. The electrical and physical
parameters of other materials are shown in Tab. 2 (the relative dielectrical constant of the fittings is
infinite, but it is set to 108 in order to facilitate calculation).

3.2.2 Boundary Condition Setting
In the simulation, the “infinite element domain” is selected as the default electrical insulation boundary

condition as same as the actual transmission line. The upper hardware is set as the ground terminal, and the
lower hardware is set as the high-voltage terminal. The boundary condition setting of the insulator with water
droplets on the surface is basically the same as that when the water droplets are not condensed [28].

3.3 Analysis of Electrical Field Simulation Results
Fig. 4 shows the field intensity cloud diagram and the spatial electrical field line distribution diagram

under the action of the DC voltage when there is no condensation on the insulator surface.

As can be seen from Fig. 4a, the electrical field strength at the insulator end-fittings is much greater than
that at the middle umbrella skirt. As shown in Fig. 4b, the electrical field lines of the insulator are dense at
end-fittings and sparse in the middle, which also shows that the electrical field strength at the insulator end-
fittings is higher and the electrical field line near the insulator is weaker. Moreover, the closer the insulator is,

Table 2: Material parameter settings

Parameter Metal fittings Umbrella sheath Mandrel Air

Relative permittivity 1 × 108 3.5 2.09 1

Conductivity (S/m) 6 × 107 2.35 × 10-15 10-14 0

Density (kg/m3) default default default 1.21

Dynamic viscosity (Pas) default default default 1.84 × 10-5

Figure 4: Distribution diagram of field strength and spatial electrical field lines of the insulator surface without
water droplets condensation (a) Cloud image of field strength (b) Distribution map of electrical field lines
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the denser the electrical field line is, indicating that the field strength near the insulator is larger. This accords
with the relevant theory of electromagnetic field, which shows that the distribution characteristic of electrical
field around insulator obtained by numerical simulation method is acceptable.

Fig. 5 shows the field intensity cloud diagram and the spatial electrical field line distribution diagram
under the action of the DC voltage when water droplets are condensed on the insulator surface.

It can be seen from Fig. 5a that the closer to the insulator central axis, the greater the electrical field
intensity on the water droplets surface is, which is in line with the actual distribution of the electrical
field. From the Fig. 5b, it can be seen that the electrical field line near the water droplets surface are
denser, so the electrical field strength is higher than that of the surrounding parts, which further shows
that the electrical field along the insulator surface is distorted obviously by the water droplets. It can be
seen from Fig. 5c that the electrical field strength on the water droplets surface is much higher than that
of the surrounding electrical field, while the internal electrical field strength is on the contrary due to the
surface shielding effect. This phenomenon may be related to the discharge of the water droplets quasi-its
dielectrical constant, size and conductivity [31]. The electrical field strength at the intersection of the
water droplets with the insulator surface and the air increases obviously, which may be due to the fact
that the dielectrical constant of water droplets is much larger than that of the silicone rubber and the air [32].

Figure 5: Field strength and spatial electrical field line distribution diagram of the insulator surface with
water droplets condensation (a) Cloud image of field strength (b) Distribution map of local electrical field
lines (c) A partial enlarged view of the electrical field distribution near a single drop
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3.4 Validation of the Numerical Simulation Method
The simulation method in this study refers to the reference [33], which is similar to it. Both of them

have studied the composite insulator, and they are consistent in the setting of single-value conditions. In
the reference [33], the potential near the insulator umbrella skirt at the ground terminal is the lowest,
and the potential at the high-voltage terminal is the highest; the spatial potential distribution is
approximately spherical from end-fittings to all sides; the closer to the insulator wall, the denser the
electrical field line is, the greater the corresponding field strength is; the electrical field strength near the
umbrella skirt at the ground terminal is also concentrated to a certain extent, but lower than that at the
high-voltage terminal. The electrical field strength near the middle umbrella skirt is low and the
distribution is uniform, which accords with the principle of electromagnetic field correlation. Based on
the above analysis, the conclusions from Fig. 4 are basically consistent with that in the reference [33].
The simulation method has been verified in the reference [33], and it is proved that the research method
is acceptable.

Due to the limitations of the numerical simulation, it is difficult to obtain the specific values of the
insulator electrical field strength and potential in the simulation. Therefore, we make a qualitative analysis
of it in the study, and the results show that it accords with the relevant theory of electromagnetic field. In
view of the simulation process, we have published a paper entitled “Effect of Water Drop on Electric
Field Distortion of Composite Insulator” [28] in Power System Technology.

4 The Influence of Water Droplet-Induced Insulator Electrical Field Distortion on Its Contamination
Characteristics

It can be seen from the above that when the water droplets condense on the insulator surface, the
insulator surface electrical field will be distorted. Then, the electrical field force of the contaminated
particles will be affected, and finally the contamination on the insulator surface will be affected.
Therefore, selecting FXBW4-110/100 composite insulator as the research object, the influence of the
wind speed and particles concentration on the contamination characteristics of the considered 110 kV
insulator are analyzed.

4.1 Physical Model Implementation and Meshing
Representing the 110 kV DC voltage level of the actual transmission line, 11 pieces of the insulator are

selected as the research object, and the insulator umbrella skirts are numbered in sequence from the ground
terminal to the high-voltage terminal. Fig. 6 shows the three-dimensional model of the FXBW4-110/100
composite insulator when water droplets condense on it. The structure height is 1268 mm, and the other
parameters are shown in Tab. 1. Based on the structural size of the 110 kV insulator, a rectangular
parallelepiped calculation area of 1 m × 2 m × 2.1 m is established.

The grid division method is similar to that of Chapter 3, and the grid division of the natural pollution
model is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 6: The three-dimensional model of the FXBW4-110/100 composite insulator with water droplets
condensation
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In this study, in the model of the FXBW4-10/100 composite insulator with or without water droplets
condensation, by encrypting the number of grids, the accumulated pollution of the insulator with seven
different grid numbers is calculated. Moreover, the errors of accumulated pollution are compared to
explore the grid independence. The details are shown in Tabs. 3 and 4.

It can be seen from Tab. 3 that the errors from the first grid to the second grid are larger, which is
approximately 2.1% to 3%. However, the errors from the third grid to the seventh grid are reduced by
nearly one order of magnitude, reaching up to approximately 0.4% to 0.5%. From the above analysis, we
can see that the difference of accumulated pollution from the third grid to the seventh grid is small. At
the same time, it can be seen from Tab. 4 that the errors from the first grid to the second grid are
approximately 1.7% to 2.4%, while the errors from the third grid to the seventh grid are reduced by
nearly one order of magnitude, reaching up to approximately 0.3% to 0.4%. Therefore, there is little
difference between the accumulated pollution from the third grid to the seventh grid. To sum up, no

Figure 7: Grid division of natural pollution model

Table 3: Mesh sensitivity analysis (the water droplets condensed)

Grid
Density

0.837 × 106 1.145 × 106 1.438 × 106 1.742 × 106 2.039 × 106 3.00 × 106 5.00 × 106

NSDD
(mg/cm2)

0.6095 0.6139 0.6226 0.6264 0.6270 0.6226 0.6245

Error 2.4% 1.7% 0.3% 0.3% 0.4% 0.3% 0.0%

Table 4: Mesh sensitivity analysis (the water droplets uncondensed)

Grid
Density

1.435 × 106 1.928 × 106 2.434 × 106 2.941 × 106 3.452 × 106 4.50 × 106 6.00 × 106

NSDD
(mg/cm2)

0.7531 0.7597 0.7726 0.7796 0.7726 0.7726 0.7757

Error 3.0% 2. 1% 0.4% 0.5% 0.4% 0.4% 0.0%
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matter whether water droplets condense on the insulator surface, the contamination curve has stabilized from
the third grid, and there is little difference between the third grid and the seventh grid. It can be considered
that the grid independence has been achieved. In order to quickly carry out large-scale calculation, it is
unnecessary to continue encryption processing. Therefore, 2.434 million grids and 1.438 million grids are
selected for calculation in the numerical calculation.

4.2 Single Value Condition Setting
When studying the contamination characteristics of the insulator surface area, the flow field, electrical

field and particle field in COMSOL are mainly used [33]. The boundary condition settings of each physics
field are introduced, and the specific settings are shown in Fig. 8. The setting of physical parameters is the
same as the physical model of the 10 kV insulator, and the specific settings are shown in Tab. 2.

4.2.1 Setting of Flow Field Boundary Conditions
In the flow field area, the inlet end is set as the velocity inlet, the outlet side as the pressure outlet, and the

other four sides are set as the “symmetric” boundary conditions. Those settings conform to the free flow of
actual air in the infinite space, and make the contamination characteristics on the insulator surface more close
to the actual situation. Moreover, the wall function is used to solve the velocity and pressure distribution. The
particles enter with the wind from the entrance, and the wind speed is set to (1, 3, 5, 7) m/s.

4.2.2 Setting of Electrical Field Boundary Conditions
Corresponding to the characteristics of the DC voltage in the actual transmission line, in the numerical

simulation of the electrical field, the average value of 90 kV is applied under the DC voltage, and the steady-
state calculation and analysis are adopted.

4.2.3 Setting of Boundary Conditions of Particle Field
In the simulation of natural contamination accumulation, the pollution particles are released from the

entrance and enter with the wind, and their particle sizes are set as 10 μm and 15 μm, respectively. The
pollution particles used are atmospheric flying ash particles with a density of 2200 kg/m3. The charge
situation of flying ash particles in the atmosphere is complicated [34], and the magnitude and polarity of
its charge will affect its electrical field force in the electrical field. Under natural conditions, the
proportion of positive charge, negative charge and uncharged charge of flying ash particles in the

Speed
entry

High voltage side

Wall surface

Ground terminal

Electrical
insulation

Infinite metafield

Pressure
outlet

Windward
side

Leeward
side

y

x z

Figure 8: The FXBW4-110/100 composite insulator physical field boundary condition settings
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atmosphere are approximately 31%, 26% and 43%, respectively. Moreover, the average charge of positive
and negative charges are 6.3 × 10-6 C/g and 7 × 10-6 C/g, respectively. In the particle field, when the
pollution particles collides with the insulator surface, it will be deposited on the insulator surface if it
meets the deposition criterion, otherwise it will rebound. The deposition criterion is still set corresponding
to the reference [23].

4.3 Analysis of Field Force Simulation Results
The movement of pollution particles in the air in the flow field and deposition on the insulator surface

can be divided into two processes: the movement process of pollution particles near the insulator and the
collision adhesion process on the insulator surface. Before the pollution particles move to the insulator
surface, they are mainly affected by gravity Fg, electrical field force Fe, and fluid drag force Fd, while
other forces can be ignored. The calculation formulas of these three forces are as follows:

Fg ¼ mpg (6)

Fd ¼ 1

sp
mp v�uð Þ (7)

sp ¼
qpdp
18l

(8)

Fe ¼ eZE (9)

In the formula: mp is the mass of the particle, kg; u is the instantaneous velocity of the particle, m/s; g is
the acceleration of gravity, m/s2; Fg, Fd, and Fe are the gravity, fluid drag force and electrical field force on
the particle, respectively, N; τp is the response time of the particle in the flow field, s; ρp is the particle density,
kg/m3; dp is the particle diameter, m; v is the velocity of the flow field, m/s; μ is the aerodynamic viscosity,
Pas; e is the amount of elementary charge, 1.60 × 10-19 C; Z is the number of particles charged; E is the space
electrical field strength, V/m.

In order to explore the influence of various forces on the insulator contamination characteristics when
water droplets condense on the insulator surface, this study discusses the relative relationship between the
electrical field force, fluid drag force and gravity when the pollution particles move in the flow field.
Selecting the wind speed of 7 m/s, the particle size of 15 μm and the pollution concentration of
0.3 mg/cm3 as an example, Fig. 9 shows the numerical values of Fd/Fg and Fe/Fg in all directions on the
insulator surface with or without water droplets condensation. The orientation settings for x, y, z are
shown in Fig. 8.

As can be seen from Fig. 9, in the z direction (quasi-the horizontal flow direction), the order of
magnitude of Fd/Fg and Fe/Fg on the particles in all directions is 102, whether water droplets condense
on the insulator surface. When the pollution particles move for 1 s to reach the insulator leeward side, the
electrical field force begins to be greater than the fluid drag force. In the y direction (quasi-the gravity
direction perpendicular to the incoming flow direction), when water droplets condense on the insulator
surface, the ratio of electrical field force to gravity is still in the order of 102. However, it is
approximately 60 times higher than that when there are no water droplets condensation on the insulator
surface. It shows that the existence of water droplets has a great influence on the electrical field. On the
other hand, the condensation of water droplets on the insulator surface has little effect on the ratio of fluid
drag to gravity. In the x direction (quasi-perpendicular to the flow direction), when water droplets
condense on the insulator surface, both Fdx/Fgx and Fex/Fgx increase in varying degrees. Fdx/Fgx

increases by approximately 100 times, and Fex/Fgx increases by approximately 30 times, indicating that
the existence of water droplets has an impact on fluid drag and electrical field force in this direction.
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Compared with the figures in Fig. 9, it can be seen that when there are no water droplets condensation on
the insulator surface, the ratio of fluid drag and electrical field force to gravity increases in turn along the x, y
and z directions. When there are water droplets condensation on the insulator surface, the ratio of fluid drag to
gravity has little difference in these three directions. However, the ratio of electrical field force to gravity
reaches up to the maximum in the y direction, which increases by approximately 60 times. To sum up,
the existence of water droplets has a certain influence on the flow field and electrical field.

4.4 Analysis of the Influence of the Wind Speed on Contamination Characteristics
The wind speed has double effects on the contamination accumulation on the insulator surface. On the

one hand, with the increase of the wind speed, the particle follows well, which increases the collision
probability between it and the insulator surface, and aggravates the contamination accumulation. On the
other hand, when the wind speed increases to a certain extent, the pollution particles deposited on the
insulator surface may be blown away by the wind again. Fig. 10 shows the variation of the contamination
with wind speed at different particle sizes (10 μm and 15 μm) and pollution concentrations (0.15 mg/m3

and 0.30 mg/m3).
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Figure 9: The ratio of fluid drag force and electrical field force to gravity in all directions with or without
water droplets condensation
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Fig. 10 shows that the overall amount of pollution on the insulator surface increases with the increment
of the wind speed, regardless of whether there are water droplets condensation on the insulator surface or
not. The particles follow well with the increment of the wind speed, which increases the collision
probability with the insulator surface. Therefore, there is a positive correlation between the amount of
pollution and the wind speed.

Comparing the two graphs in Fig. 10, it can be seen that at the same pollution concentration, compared
with uncondensed water droplets, the accumulated pollution amount increases to a certain extent on the
insulator surface with water droplets condensation, and the gap gradually increases with the increment of
the wind speed. The reason may be: the existence of water droplets distorts the insulator surface electrical
field, which makes the electrical field intensity increase. Moreover, the electrical field force on the pollution
particles also increases, which aggravates the contamination on the insulator surface. The existence of water
droplets will also aggravate the turbulence effect on the insulator leeward side. Therefore, with the
increment of the wind speed, under the joint action of flow field and electrical field, the gap between the
amount of accumulated pollution and that of uncondensed water droplets is getting wider and wider.

4.5 Analysis of the Influence of Pollution Concentration on Contamination Characteristics
In order to explore the pollution accumulation on the insulator surface with different pollution

concentrations, the pollution concentration is classified according to 1–3 times of the PM 10-day average
standard (0.15 mg/m3) [27] quasi-mild pollution (0.15 mg/m3), moderate pollution (0.3 mg/m3) and
severe pollution (0.45 mg/m3). Fig. 11 shows the variation of pollution concentration on the insulator
surface with water droplets condensation under different particle sizes (10 μm and 15 μm) and wind
speeds (1 m/s, 3 m/s, 5 m/s, 7 m/s).
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Figure 10: Variation of insulator surface area contamination with the wind speed (a) 10 μm (b) 15 μm
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It can be seen from Fig. 11 that under two kinds of particle size, the amount of accumulated pollution
increases with the increment of pollution concentration. At low wind speeds, the amount of accumulated
pollution and the concentration of pollution basically increase linearly, and with the increment of the
wind speed, the amount of accumulated pollution increases rapidly with the increment of pollution
concentration. The reason may be that the pollution particles are affected by the continuous electrical
field force, and the number of pollution particles per unit volume increases exponentially with the
increment of pollution concentration, which directly leads to a great increment in the collision probability
between pollution particles and the insulator surface so that the amount of contamination increases. At
low wind speeds, the kinetic energy of pollution particles is small, the follow-up property is poor, and the
reflux and eddy current formed on the insulator leeward side are weak, so that the increase of pollution
amount is small.

5 Conclusion

In this study, the COMSOL software is used to simulate such a process for the FXBW4-10/100
composite insulator with or without water condensation under a 10 kV DC voltage. The influence of the
wind speed and particles concentration on the contamination characteristics of the considered 110 kV
insulator is analyzed. The results show that:

1) the electrical field along the insulator surface is obviously distorted by water droplets, and the field
strength at the intersection among the water droplet, the insulator surface and air increases obviously.

2) the effect of electrical field force on the pollution particles increases obviously on the insulator surface
with water droplets condensation. The ratio of electrical field force to gravity reaches up to the maximum in
the y direction, and the increment is approximately 60 times. In the x direction, the ratio of electrical field
force to gravity increases by 30 times.

3) regardless of whether water droplets condense on the insulator surface or not, the overall amount of
pollution on the insulator surface increases with the increment of the wind speed. At the same pollution
concentration, the amount of pollution increases to a certain extent on the insulator surface with water
droplets condensation, and the gap increases gradually with the increment of the wind speed.

4) at low wind speeds, the amount of accumulated pollution and the concentration of pollution basically
increase linearly, and with the increment of the wind speed, the amount of accumulated pollution increases
rapidly with the increment of pollution concentration.
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